
Crowbar2 Background 

Executive Summary 

This document is an aggregation of Rob “@Zehicle” Hirschfeld’s posts about Crowbar and the pending 

Crowbar 2.0 refactoring.  It is designed to provide context for the changes coming in Crowbar and make 

it easier for collaborators to participate. 

It is not provided as a “what is Crowbar” introduction. 
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Crowbar Overview 
The following posts talk about the past and coming year for Crowbar. 

Crowbar Celebrates 1st Anniversary  

July 6, 2012 

Nearly a year ago at OSCON 2011, my team at Dell opened sourced “Crowbar, an 

OpenStack installer.” That first Github commit was a much more limited project than 

Crowbar today: there was no separation into barclamps, no distinct network 

configuration, one operating system option and the default passwords were all 

“openstack.” We simply did not know if our effort would create any interest. 

The response to Crowbar has been exciting and humbling. I most appreciate those 

who looked at Crowbar and saw more than a bare metal installer. They are the ones 

who recognized that we are trying to solve a bigger problem: it has been too difficult to cope with change 

in IT operations. 

During this year, we have made many changes. Many have been driven by customer, user and partner 

feedback while others support Dell product delivery needs. Happily, these inputs are well aligned in intent 

if not always in timing. 

 Introduction of barclamps as modular components 

 Expansion into multiple applications (most notably OpenStack and Apache Hadoop) 

 Multi-Operating System 

 Working in the open (with public commits) 

 Collaborative License Agreements 

Dell„s understanding of open source and open development has made a similar transformation. Crowbar 

was originally Apache 2 open sourced because we imagined it becoming part of the OpenStack project. 

While that ambition has faded, the practical benefits of open collaboration have proven to be substantial. 

The results from this first year are compelling: 

 For OpenStack Diablo, coordination with the Rackspace Cloud Builderteam enabled Crowbar to include the 

Keystone and Dashboard projects into Dell‟s solution 

 For OpenStack Essex, the community focused work we did for the March Essex Hackday are directly linked 

to our ability to deliver Dell‟s OpenStack-Powered Essex solution over two months earlier than originally 

planned. 

 For Apache Hadoop distributions for 3.x and 4.x with implementation of Cloudera Manager and eco 

system components. 

 We‟ve amassed hundreds of mail subscribers and Github followers 

 Support for multiple releases of RHEL, Centos & Ubuntu including Ubuntu 12.04 while it was still in beta. 
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 SuSE does their own port of Crowbar to SuSE with important advances in Crowbar‟s install model (from ISO 

to package). 

We stand on the edge of many exciting transformations for Crowbar‟s second year. Based on the amount 

of change from this year, I‟m hesitant to make long term predictions. Yet, just within next few months 

there are significant plans based on Crowbar 2.0 refactor. We have line of site to changes that expand our 

tool choices, improve networking, add operating systems and become more even production ops capable. 

That‟s quite a busy year! 

The real workloads begin: Crowbar’s Sophomore Year  

July 9, 2012 

Given Crowbar„s frenetic Freshman year, it‟s impossible to predict everything that Crowbar could become. 

I certainly aspire to see the project gain a stronger developer community and the seeds of this 

transformation are sprouting. I also see that community driven work is 

positioning Crowbar to break beyond being platforms for OpenStack and Apache 

Hadoop solutions that pay the bills for my team at Dell to invest in Crowbar 

development. 

I don‟t have to look beyond the summer to see important development for 

Crowbar because of the substantial goals of the Crowbar 2.0 refactor. 

Crowbar 2.0 is really just around the corner so I‟d like to set some longer range 

goals for our next year. 

 Growing acceptance of Crowbar as an in data center extension for DevOps tools (what I call CloudOps) 

 Deeper integration into more operating environments beyond the core Linux flavors (like virtualization 

hosts, closed and special purpose operating systems. 

 Improvements in dynamic networking configuration 

 Enabling more online network connected operating modes 

 Taking on production ops challenges of scale, high availability and migration 

 Formalization of our community engagement with summits, user groups, and broader developer 

contributions. 

For example, Crowbar 2.0 will be able to handle downloading packages and applications from the internet. 

Online content is not a major benefit without being able to stage and control how those new packages are 

deployed; consequently, our goals remains tightly focused improvements in orchestration. 

These changes create a foundation that enables a more dynamic operating environment. Ultimately, I see 

Crowbar driving towards a vision of fully integrated continuous operations; however, Greg & Rob‟s 

Crowbar vision is the topic for tomorrow‟s post. 
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Our Vision for Crowbar – taking steps towards 

closed loop operations  
July 7, 2012 

When Greg Althaus and I first proposed the project that would become Dell‟s 

Crowbar, we had already learned first-hand that there was a significant gap in 

both the technologies and the processes for scale operations. Our team at 

Dell saw that the successful cloud data centers were treating their deployments 

as integrated systems (now called DevOps) in which configuration of many 

components where coordinated and orchestrated; however, these approaches 

feel short of the mark in our opinion. We wanted to create a truly integrated 

operational environment from the bare metal through the networking up to the 

applications and out to the operations tooling. 

Our ultimate technical nirvana is to achieve closed-loop continuous deployments. We want to see 

applications that constantly optimize new code, deployment changes, quality, revenue and cost of 

operations. We could find parts but not a complete adequate foundation for this vision. 

The business driver for Crowbar is system thinking around improved time to value and flexibility. While 

our technical vision is a long-term objective, we see very real short-term ROI. It does not matter if you are 

writing your own software or deploying applications; the faster you can move that code into production 

the sooner you get value from innovation. It is clear to us that the most successful technology companies 

have reorganized around speed to market and adapting to pace of change. 

System flexibility & acceleration were key values when lean manufacturing revolution gave Dell a 

competitive advantage and it has proven even more critical in today‟s dynamic technology innovation 

climate. 

We hope that this post helps define a vision for Crowbar beyond the upcoming refactoring. We started the 

project with the idea that new tools meant we could take operations to a new level. 

While that‟s a great objective, we‟re too pragmatic in delivery to rest on a broad objective. Let‟s take a 

look at Crowbar‟s concrete strengths and growth areas. 

Key strength areas for Crowbar 

1. Late binding – hardware and network configuration is held until software configuration is known.  This is a 

huge system concept. 

2. Dynamic and Integrated Networking – means that we treat networking as a 1st class citizen for ops (sort of 

like software defined networking but integrated into the application) 
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3. System Perspective – no Application is an island.  You can‟t optimize just the deployment, you need to 

consider hardware, software, networking and operations all together. 

4. Bootstrapping (bare metal) – while not “rocket science” it takes a lot of careful effort to get this right in a 

way that is meaningful in a continuous operations environment. 

5. Open Source / Open Development / Modular Design – this problem is simply too complex to solve 

alone.  We need to get a much broader net of environments and thinking involved. 

Continuing Areas of Leadership 

1. Open / Lean / Incremental Architecture – these are core aspects of our approach.  While we have a vision, 

we also are very open to ways that solve problems faster and more elegantly than we‟d expected. 

2. Continuous deployment – we think the release cycles are getting faster and the only way to survive is the 

build change into the foundation of operations. 

3. Integrated networking – software defined networking is cool, but not enough.  We need to have semantics 

that link applications, networks and infrastructure together. 

4. Equilivent physical / virtual – we‟re not saying that you won‟t care if it‟s physical or virtual (you should), we 

think that it should not impact your operations. 

5. Scale / Hybrid - the key element to hybrid is scale and to hybrid is scale.  The missing connection is being 

able to close the loop. 

6. Closed loop deployment – seeking load management, code quality, profit, and cost of operations as factor 

in managed operations. 

 

Open Source Vision, Strategy & Execution: The Community 

Garden Analogy  

July 2, 2012 

I‟ve been working on a white paper series aboutopen source culture and projects based on my experience 

with at Dell with Crowbar andOpenStack.  I‟m hoping to show off the first result of that collaboration soon, 

until then I‟m glad to share some ideas that we‟ve been throwing around to 

help explain the fundamental shift that we see taking place in the technology 

community. 

It‟s obvious that executing a collaborative open source project is fundamentally 

different than a either a licensed or an open single contributor project. 

However, we have yet to describe the culture, process and success criteria needed to drive a collaborative 

open source project. 

I am not saying that projects are not being successful – there are many great examples 

(OpenStack, CloudFoundry, Apache). My point is that we I do not have articulated the vision, strategy or 

execution needed for people grounded in traditional software delivery to understand why these projects 
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are different and how to navigate the differences. Lack of alignment within the lead delivery team can be 

highly disruptive to the project. 

Community gardening is all about people working together to produce something tangible that is bigger 

than they could accomplish individually. Each participant has an expectation of return – a garden is not a 

charity, it must produce; however, there is a community drive rewards a garden wide focus. 

 You could just pull weeds from your plot, but doing extra means that the garden as a whole will prosper. 

 Fixing the fence keeps the “MQ” rabbits out of your carrots and your neighbors lettuce 

 The person growing the mint also keeps out the ants and so helps the entire garden. 

 The oddball that wants inverted chinese radishes may also be an expert vermiculturist who nurtures the 

whole worm population as a side interest 

 While everyone may want tomatoes, they may not want to same variety or amount. You may want a small 

batch of heirlooms for your salad while someone making pasta sauce wants 

For a community garden, like an open source project, the specific objectives of the participants do not 

have to be identical for the garden to florish. In fact, the very diversity of intent is what makes the garden 

successful. A single gardener may only plant watermelons and corn, but the community group will likely 

have a complete crop. 

But the analogy does not end with the gardeners. A community garden is also strengthened by the cooks 

and dinners who enjoy the food because they are the audience. 

This post was designed to plant some seeds of understanding.  I know it does not get to the meat of the 

vision, strategy or execution for open source, that will come in future posts.  Specifically, I‟m planning to 

discuss how OpenStack and Crowbar measure up as they near their respective second and 

first anniversaries. 
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Crowbar 2 Refactoring 
The following posts talk about the Crowbar Refactoring effort. 

Crowbar 2.0 Objectives: Scalable, Heterogeneous, Flexible 

and Connected  

July 6, 2012 

The seeds for Crowbar 2.0 have been in the 1.x code base for a while and were 

recently accelerated by SuSE.  With the Dell | Cloudera 4 Hadoop andEssex 

OpenStack-powered releases behind us, we will now be totally focused bringing 

these seeds to fruition in the next two months. 

Getting the core Crowbar 2.0 changes working is not a major refactoring effort 

in calendar time; however, it will impact current Crowbar developers 

bychanging improving the programming APIs. The Dell Crowbar team decided to treat this as a focused 

refactoring effort because several important changes are tightly coupled. We cannot solve them 

independently without causing a larger disruption. 

All of the Crowbar 2.0 changes address issues and concerns raised in the community and are needed to 

support expanding of our OpenStack and Hadoop application deployments. 

Our technical objective for Crowbar 2.0 is to simplify and streamline development efforts as the 

development and user community grows. We are seeking to: 

1. simplify our use of Chef and eliminate Crowbar requirements in ourOpscode Chef recipes. 

a. reduce the initial effort required to leverage Crowbar 

b. opens Crowbar to a broader audience (see Upstreaming) 

2. provide heterogeneous / multiple operating system deployments. This enables: 

a. multiple versions of the same OS running for upgrades 

b. different operating systems operating simultaneously (and deal with heterogeneous 

packaging issues) 

c. accommodation of no-agent systems like locked systems (e.g.: virtualization hosts) and 

switches (aka external entities) 

d. UEFI booting in Sledgehammer 

3. strengthen networking abstractions 

a. allow networking configurations to be created dynamically (so that users are not locked into 

choices made before Crowbar deployment) 

b. better manage connected operations 

c. enable pull-from-source deployments that are ahead of (or forked from) available packages. 

4. improvements in Crowbar‟s core database and state machine to enable 

a. larger scale concerns 

b. controlled production migrations and upgrades 
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5. other important items 

a. make documentation more coupled to current features and easier to maintain 

b. upgrade to Rails 3 to simplify code base, security and performance 

c. deepen automated test coverage and capabilities 

Beyond these great technical targets, we want Crowbar 2.0 is to address barriers to adoption that have 

been raised by our community, customers and partners. We have been tracking concerns about the 

learning curve for adding barclamps, complexity of networking configuration and packaging into a single 

ISO. 

We will kick off to community part of this effort with an online review on 7/16 (details). 

PS: why a refactoring? 

My team at Dell does not take on any refactoring changes lightly because they are disruptive to our 

community; however, a convergence of requirements has made it necessary to update several core 

components simultaneously. Specifically, we found that desired changes in networking, operating systems, 

packaging, configuration management, scale and hardware support all required interlocked changes. We 

have been bringing many of these changes into the code base in preparation and have reached a point 

where the next steps require changing Crowbar 1.0 semantics. 

We are first and foremost an incremental architecture & lean developmentteam – Crowbar 2.0 will have the 

smallest footprint needed to begin the transformations that are currently blocking us. There is significant 

room during and after the refactor for the community to shape Crowbar. 
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Community Participation in Crowbar 2.0 Efforts 

July 9, 2012 

I‟ve laid out the Dell Crowbar team„s technical objectives for Crowbar 

2.0. Now it‟s time to lay out how we plan to involve the Crowbar 

community. We welcome community participation and contributions but, 

I‟m not making any pretense here, that refactoring must also satisfy 

needs expressed by the “Dell OpenStack powered Cloud” and “Dell | 

Cloudera Apache Hadoop” solutions. There is a happy alignment 

between Dell‟s needs and our community‟s since both of these 

solutions are openly developed. 

Our community played a substantial role in the definition of Crowbar 2.0. We have been watching and 

listening carefully and the majority of the changes will leverage recommendations and address concerns 

raised by Crowbar users. 

The Dell Crowbar team has been working towards Crowbar 2 for quite a while. Networking and operating 

system code is already in place and our team began design requirements for the refactoring mid-June. 

Community Communication 

We have setup the following meeting for community engagement around the Crowbar refactoring. Our 

purpose is to enable development collaborationduring the refactoring – these will not be “learning 

Crowbar” sessions. 

 Design Brief (2 hour meeting) 

 Objective: Review by of design and refactoring plans in progress by Dell Crowbar team. Provide 
basis for community input and discussion during week. 

 When: Monday 7/16 at 10am CDT 

 Where: Online Session 

 Who: Anyone (this is a listening session, not a discussion event) 

 Design Summit (4+2 hour meeting) 

 Objective: Provide input and suggestions about design proposal (see preparation). Identify 
members of collaboration teams for refactoring effort. 

 Preparation: Attend 7/16 Design Brief & Complete Expert Homework. 

 When: Friday 7/20 

 Where: OSCON 2012 in Portland (not on-site at OSCON). To facilitate face-to-face dialog, there 
will be no interactive online component. 

 Who: 20 people, invitation only due to space limitations. Attendees representing DevOps tools, 
hosting companies, operating system vendors, Hadoop & OpenStack contributors 

 Notes will be posted 

 Follow-up sessions 

 Objective: Coordinate delivery of refactored code 

 When: Likely weekly following Summit 

 Where: Online (Skype or Google Hangout) 

 Who: Crowbar Developers 
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Of course, we will continue to engage on the Crowbar list and Skype channels. 

More on the 7/20 Design Summit 

The purpose of the summit is strictly limited to discussing and organizing efforts around Crowbar 2.0 

refactoring. To maintain a tight focus on this effort, we made the decision to limit the audience of this 

event by making it in-person and invitation only. 

The Summit is not a broad discussion about Crowbar‟s future with an open space format. We have a 

specific need and agenda – coordinating the development of 2.0. For that reason, we made to decision to 

restrict invitations to partners who are ready to commit substantial effort towards Crowbar development in 

the next 6 months. This is a technical session only: attendees must have first-hand experience coding 

Crowbar, be able to build the code and take on development or test commitments. 

Because of the time limitations, we are holding a mandatory pre-summit brief about the design changes. 

This session will be open for the community and we welcome comments. 

The agenda for the Design Summit is as follows: 

 8:30 (45 mins): Crowbar 2.0 Challenges & Objectives 

 9:15 (30 mins): Packaging and Delivery 

 9:45 (15 mins) Break 

 10:00 (30 mins): Networking 

 10:30 (30 mins): Data Representation and Framework 

 11:00 (30 mins): Next Steps, Future meetings & work assignments 

 11:30 official content ends & lunch 

 12:00 (30 mins) breakout sessions based on discussions above, TBD during summit 

 12:30 (30 mins) breakout sessions based on discussions above, TBD during summit 

 1:00 (30 mins) breakout sessions based on discussions above, TBD during summit 

 1:30 (30 mins) breakout sessions based on discussions above, TBD during summit 

 2:00 meeting ends 

Post Script: A Community Design Summit 

We have already begun discussing a true community summit with an open agenda. That summit will likely 

be a dedicated event in Austin, Texas with 2 (or more!) days of content. Please let me know if this is of 

interest to you so we can begin building the business case for hosting it! 

What does “enable upstream recipes” mean? Not just fishing 

for community goodness!  

July 5, 2012 
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One of the major Crowbar 2.0 design targets is to allow you to “upstream” operations scripts more 

easily.  “Upstream code” means that parts of Crowbar‟s source code could be maintained in other open 

source repositories.  This is beyond a simple dependency (like Rails, Curl, Java or Apache): Upstreaming 

allows Crowbar can use code managed in the other open source repositories for more general 

application.  This is important because Crowbar users can leverage DevOps logic that is more broadly 

targeted than just Crowbar.  Even more importantly, upstreaming means that we can contribute and take 

advantage of community efforts to improve the upstream source. 

Specifically, Crowbar maintains a set of OpenStack cookbooks that make up the core of our OpenStack 

deployment.  These scripts have been widely cloned (not forked) and deCrowbarized for other 

deployments.  Unfortunately, that means that we do not benefit from downstream improvements and the 

cloners cannot easily track our updates.  This happened because Crowbar was not considered a valid 

upstream OpenStack repository because our deployment scripts required Crowbar.  The consequence of 

this cloning is that incompatible OpenStack recipes have propagated like cracks in a windshield. 

While there are concrete benefits to upstreaming, there are risks too.  We have to evaluate if the upstream 

code has been adequately tested, operates effectively, implements best practices and leverages Crowbar 

capabilities.  I believe strongly that untested deployment code is worse than useless; consequently, 

the Dell Crowbar team provides significant value by validating that our deployments work as an integrated 

system.  Even more importantly, we will not upstream from unmoderated sources where changes are 

accepted without regard for downstream impacts.  There is a significant amount of trust required for 

upstreaming to work. 

If upstreaming is so good, why did we not start out with upstream code?  It was simply not an option at 

the time – Crowbar was the first (and is still!) most complete set of DevOps deployment scripts for 

OpenStack in a public repository. 

By design, Crowbar 1.0 was tightly coupled to Opscode Chef and required users to inject Crowbar 

dependencies into their Chef Recipes.  This approach allowed us to more quickly integrate capabilities 

between recipes and with nascent Crowbar features.  Our top design requirement was that our deployment 

was tightly integrated between hardware, networking, operating system, operations infrastructure and the 

application.  Figuring out the correct place to separate concerns was impractical; consequently, we 

injected dependencies into our Chef code. 

We have reached a point with Crowbar development that we can correctly decouple Crowbar and Chef. 

The benefits to upstreaming go far beyond enabling more collaboration on OpenStack 

deployments.  These same changes make it easier for Crowbar to leverage community deployment scripts 

without one-way modifications.  If you have a working Chef Recipe then making it work with Crowbar will 

no longer require changes that break it outside of Crowbar; therefore, you can leverage Crowbar 

capabilities without losing community input and without being locked into Crowbar. 
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